Chalkboard with tasks: online and offline.The method that is
useful to all
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The board with stickers that can be made in the class when training will switch to full-time format
again, it works much more efficiently than notepads and notebooks with records.This is especially
true of project activities when the team is working on some one task, and each participant has its
own functions.Stickers with tasks can be transferred in any sequence and "to give" other disciples if
the guys decided to change the ways of interaction in their group.
What is scrum?
Traditional chalkboard tasks with stickers - it is so convenient to use in the usual mode
The SCRUM method came to the office and school world from the sport.This is the name of the
reception in rugby, meaning the struggle between the teams: players are knocked into several rows,
clasping each other with their hands.Scrum translated from English means "Fight".But if this
reception is at rugby at the rugby, it is very aggressive and chaotic, then in work and study he, on
the contrary, is intended to clear the workspace and head from the fuss, and also to build a structure
of work and become a reliable and transparent tool for everyday affairs.
The essence of the SCRUM method is to create a task board.The table hat is divided into 5 cells:
Plans / Plans for a week / In the work / Check / Ideas performed, this column can replenish
everything: both children and teachers.It can not be divided into lines, as tasks come to it, which are
not yet in terms of plan, but in the status of passive expectation.Stick here everything that would be
interesting to fulfill: cleaning a school territory in early May, an environmental initiative of the class,
the team game on Saturdays, a new format of the lesson.
So you, firstly, do not forget an interesting idea, and secondly, other participants will learn about
him, which can contribute to the birth of a new idea to implement ideas in team members. Plans,
cases for a week, stickers can move from the previous column, and they can, as they say, directly
from the customer - teacher. However, the disciples themselves sometimes remember that they
need to do these days, and they can attach stickers alone. In the work, bring here what is already
running. It doesn't matter whether the task is spread on the day, an hour or a week - if it is already in
the process, it means that its place in this column. As you read, the children themselves will cross
stickers in the "Check" column. Check here everything is obvious - tasks are ready, it remains to
wait for the teacher's check. This column is made, as well as a call to change - for a teacher. When
the teacher checked the task, he transfers the sticker here, putting the work "ready" status.

What is convenient than Trello?There are many online services for project management.Most often,
however, they are not used by schoolchildren, but developers in the IT sector.Perhaps the most
famous of them in the medium is far from programming, - Trello.He can use a teacher to plan his
tasks for the day, week, month.Or they can enjoy the whole class.Each participant requires an
account that is tied to an email address.
For online interaction, especially on remote learning, this tool is very convenient.You can create
several boards on subjects, and then planning classes will be even more convenient!
Surely even after returning to school after a few weeks of the break, you do not decide to change it
to something else.Although the usual magnetic board with stickers is also very attractive: a peculiar
interactive during change is provided!And, again, the guys will be busy business.
But back to Trello.The service is very simple.And, moreover, on the Internet there are many
instructions and guides, which explain how to work at the initial stage and talk about any interesting
chips that will be useful to advanced users.
If you completely copy the format that we suggested for the usual board, then on the chalkboard in
Trello significantly change.Create directly the board, and in it - 5 columns with those headlines that
we have already led.Ready!Now in each column you need to add a card - analogue of the usual
sticker.
Example of chalkboard from Trello
Add the detailed descriptions, pictures, attach links and documents.And, if you only see the status of
the task on the usual chalkboard with stickers, then in Trello you will be able to check the executed
task in place - by clicking on the link or opening the applied file.
Leave comments!Children can ask questions, and teacher - to explain why not transferred one or
another card in the "executed" column.
Trello, in addition to obvious features, a beautiful and understandable interface.You can change the
background picture, determine the colors for different tags, add to the participants' cards and join
yourself to the other cards to monitor the status of execution.
Tip: When you transfer the completed task in the "Finish" column, keep the card there at least a
week before sending it to the archive. And even better - create the sixth column called "Archive of
completed tasks" (the name of the column is not so important, the main thing is the essence).
"Reset" here everything that was performed last week to clear the place for current affairs. So you
can return to the old tasks, once again see the attached documents or pictures, find out the exact
date, performers and other important points. Keep the archives, if it is important, for the month and
even for the year. Or transfer them to another board so as not to create chaos on the working.
By the way, free access to perform tasks at the school level will be quite enough.Even many small

startups and companies use the service for free, without cycling the "golden" level.
Recently, Trello appeared templates.You can use them if you know how to translate from
English.And the teacher of English, perhaps, even more like the format of the boards is not in
Russian.
Templates in Trello.
If our article is not enough, read the instructions to understand how to work in the Trello service.
Trello Instructions
Why is Scrum - is it convenient?The method already uses many school teachers and teachers of
universities.And there is no secret - just this approach is effective and convenient.The teacher sees
and can control the execution of tasks, the students easier to navigate in their own activities.
A great plus also in the fact that children learn to take responsibility.They themselves will not notice
how interesting will the process of generating new tasks become for them, performing planned and
transferred to another column.
Cameras can tighten their knowledge: Well, agree when Ivanov is visible to such progress on the
board, Petrov also wants to catch it up!Not in vain, in the end, the method came from rugby: sports
interest, the struggle - this is what drives the opponents (and in our case - students).

